Alim Syariati <journal@uin-alauddin.ac.id>
PM To: Lince Bulutoding <lince.bulutoding@uin-alauddin.ac.id>

Mon, Feb 8, 2021 at 11:52

Dear Author,

We have just accept your submission. From the quick peering, it appears your paper present substantive quality for publication. We will proceed it to our reviewers, please be patient in the process and react accordingly.

Regards,
Managing Editor
Alim Syariati
minds@uin-alauddin.ac.id

Lince Bulutoding <lince.bulutoding@uin-alauddin.ac.id>
AM To: Alim Syariati <journal@uin-alauddin.ac.id>

Thanks a lot for your information.
[Quoted text hidden]
Dear Author,

We have reached a decision regarding your submission to Jurnal Minds: Manajemen Ide dan Inspirasi, "Audit Delay and Risk Management Disclosure in Capital Market: Some Nexus Considerations".

Our decision is to: require major revision as recommended from your manuscripts. 1st reviewers' comments are highlighted below.

Alim Syariati
Scopus Id: 57210318979; Universitas Islam Negeri Alauddin Makassar
alim.syariati@gmail.com

Reviewer A:
I have accomplished the reading of your journal, and it has the potentiality to be published. However, it still has many flaws in the manuscript as follows:

1. Your introduction did not have the souls. You need to carefully discuss the ongoing debates regarding your variables' relationships;

2. Theoretical states are not bad, but some hypotheses are only supported by minimum references. If you do not have strong previous studies, add strong logic.

3. Method is nice;

4. Result is nice

5. Discussion is still premature. You need to highlight the findings, put some context on journals' discussions;

I advice major revision

-------------------------------

Lince Bulutoding
Mon, Mar 22, 2021 at 11:26 AM
To: Alim Syariati <journal@uin-alauddin.ac.id>

Dear Editor,

I thank you for the prompt response. I will revise my manuscript and upload it to your system as soon as possible.

Best wishes,
Lince Bulutoding

[Quoted text hidden]
Lince Bulutoding <lince.bulutoding@uin-alauddin.ac.id>

[Minds] Editor Decision: Major revision
2 messages

Alim Syariati <journal@uin-alauddin.ac.id>  Mon, Apr 5, 2021 at 7:51 PM
To: lince.bulutoding@uin-alauddin.ac.id

Dear Author,

We have reached a decision regarding your submission to Jurnal Minds: Manajemen Ide dan Inspirasi, “Audit Delay and Risk Management Disclosure in Capital Market: Some Nexus Considerations”.

Two of our initial reviewers have accomplished their works. They have strong comments over your manuscript. You need to put hard work over these issues. All commentaries are below. Do not forget to highlight all changes you are about to make in yellow.

Regards,
Alim Syariati
Scopus Id: 57210318979; Universitas Islam Negeri Alauddin Makassar
alim.syariati@gmail.com

Reviewer A:

I have accomplished the reading of your journal, and it has the potentiality to be published. However, it still has many flaws in the manuscript as follows:

1. Your introduction did not have the souls. You need to carefully discuss the ongoing debates regarding your variables' relationships;

2. Theoretical states are not bad, but some hypotheses are only supported by minimum references. If you do not have strong previous studies, add strong logic.

3. Method is nice;

4. Result is nice

5. Discussion is still premature. You need to highlight the findings, put some context on journals' discussions;

I advice major revision

Reviewer B:

This paper proposes quite complex and interesting conceptual endeavours. However, your paper suffers major derrails. I found that:

1. The English is not good. You need to peer more efforts in polishing the wordings. I still found many Indonesian languages in your manuscript.

2. Hypotheses are poorly formulated

3. Introductions are too wordy and confusing. You need to draft your paper.
in a minimum of 3 paragraphs. 1st paragraph highlights the potential real
life problem; 2nd paragraph discusses the academic debates in the field; 3rd
paragraph presents your paper's uniqueness.

4. References are poorly-drafted. You did not follow the APA 7th referencing
style, while at the same time, some in-text references are not available in
the references.

This manuscript has to be resubmitted for further reviews.

-----------------------------------------------
minds@uin-alauddin.ac.id

---

Lince Bulutoding <lince.bulutoding@uin-alauddin.ac.id>  Tue, Apr 6, 2021 at 7:53 PM
To: Alim Syariati <journal@uin-alauddin.ac.id>

Noted with thanks.

[Quoted text hidden]
Audit Delay and Risk Management Disclosure in Capital Market: Some Nexus Considerations

1 message

Linse Bulutoding <journal@uin-alauddin.ac.id>
To: Alim Syariati <alim.syariati@gmail.com>
Cc: lince.bulutoding@uin-alauddin.ac.id

Dear author,

We have finished our initial review from both reviewers. I hope this revision may meet your quality standard.

Best wishes,
Linse Bulutoding
minds@uin-alauddin.ac.id

English Manuscript.docx
115K
Lince Bulutoding: We have reached a decision regarding your submission to Jurnal Minds: Manajemen Ide dan Inspirasi, "Audit Delay and Risk Management Disclosure in Capital Market: Some Nexus Considerations".

Our decision is to require minor revision. Please check the comments below.

Alim Syariati
Scopus Id: 57210318979; Universitas Islam Negeri Alauddin Makassar
alim.syariati@gmail.com

Reviewer A:
The paper has been upgraded significantly. However, your references are still not getting better improvement. Please adjust it.

minds@uin-alauddin.ac.id

Thank you for informing me.
Dear Editor,

I have finished the citation requirement from the reviewer in the round 2. I wish this could meet the expectation, and my paper becomes acceptable.

Best wishes,
Lince Bulutoding
minds@uin-alauddin.ac.id
Lince Bullutoding:

We have reached a decision regarding your submission to Jurnal Minds: Manajemen Ide dan Inspirasi, "Audit Delay and Risk Management Disclosure in Capital Market: Some Nexus Considerations".

Our decision is to accept your submission. You could find the attached LOA and the invoice for journal's administration.

Alim Syariati
Scopus Id: 57210318979; Universitas Islam Negeri Alauddin Makassar
alim.syariati@gmail.com
minds@uin-alauddin.ac.id
[Minds] Copyediting Review Request
2 messages

Alim Syariati <journal@uin-alauddin.ac.id>
To: lince.bulutoding@uin-alauddin.ac.id

Thu, Oct 7, 2021 at 7:37 PM

Lince Bullutoding:

Your submission "Audit Delay and Risk Management Disclosure in Capital Market: Some Nexus Considerations" for Jurnal Minds: Manajemen Ide dan Inspirasi has been through the first step of copyediting, and is available for you to review by following these steps.

1. Click on the Submission URL below.
2. Log into the journal and click on the File that appears in Step 1.
3. Open the downloaded submission.
4. Review the text, including copyediting proposals and Author Queries.
5. Make any copyediting changes that would further improve the text.
6. When completed, upload the file in Step 2.
7. Click on METADATA to check indexing information for completeness and accuracy.
8. Send the COMPLETE email to the editor and copyeditor.

Submission URL:
http://journal.uin-alauddin.ac.id/index.php/minds/author/submissionEditing/19319
Username: lince.bullutoding

This is the last opportunity to make substantial copyediting changes to the submission. The proofreading stage, that follows the preparation of the galleys, is restricted to correcting typographical and layout errors.

If you are unable to undertake this work at this time or have any questions, please contact me. Thank you for your contribution to this journal.

Alim Syariati
Scopus Id: 57210318979; Universitas Islam Negeri Alauddin Makassar
alim.syariati@gmail.com
minds@uin-alauddin.ac.id

Lince Bulutoding
Thu, Oct 7, 2021 at 8:32 PM

Dear Editor,

I have confirm the manuscript's final copyediting in the system.

Best wishes,
Lince Bulutoding

English Manuscript.docx
151K

Lince Bulutoding <lince.bulutoding@uin-alauddin.ac.id>
To: Alim Syariati <journal@uin-alauddin.ac.id>

Thu, Oct 7, 2021 at 8:32 PM